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Dirty Loops - Crash And Burn Delight

                            tom:
                G
Intro: Cm  Gm  Ab  Bb
        Cm  Gm  Fm

             Fm      Gm
Those endless tries
                Cm   Bb
Flash ´fore our eyes
              Ab
Just like our shadows that dance
                     Bb      Cm
On the wall from the candlelight
             Fm     Gm
Those fading stars
           Cm    Fm  Bb
Reveal our scars
            Ab
Still ready for just one more curtain call
               Bb    Cm  Fm  Cm
Soaking in the spotlight

        Fm
But I stay for a moment in what used
          Gm      Cm
To be our promise land
                           Bb
Before it runs through our fingers just like golden sand
    Ab
Hush baby hush baby let us slip as we fall apart
                     Bb
We call the past one last time

Cm                Gm                 Ab
  Table set for a crash and burn delight
                                Bb         Cm
Let´s raise our glass before we go out in flames
                    Gm            Fm   Gm
Bet our lust hasn´t lost its appetite
Cm                          Gm
  The final supper would be incomplete
Ab                               Bb        Cm
Unless we seal it with a kiss so bittersweet
                Gm                  Fm
Table set for a crash and burn delight

             Fm  Gm
The twilight zone
          Cm    Bb
The great unknown
              Ab
We don´t know why are we just putting
             Bb       Cm
Trust in the sinister dawn
            Fm
Ooo. Let us stay for a moment
                       Gm        Cm
In what used to be our promised land
                           Bb
Before it runs through our fingers just like golden sand
    Ab
Hush baby hush baby let us slip as we fall apart

                     Bb
We call the past one last time

Cm                Gm                 Ab
  Table set for a crash and burn delight
                                Bb         Cm
Let´s raise our glass before we go out in flames
                    Gm            Fm   Gm
Bet our lust hasn´t lost its appetite
Cm                          Gm
  The final supper would be incomplete
Ab                               Bb        Cm
Unless we seal it with a kiss so bittersweet
                Gm                  Fm
Table set for a crash and burn delight

Bb          Eb                    Ab  Cm
  The final silver´s only good enough
             Bb                Ab
The chardonnay caressing those lips of love
Fm      Bb              Gm
The violins, they orchestrate a mystery
   Fm7           Ab               Bb
So tenderly they play for you and me

Ohhh oh crash and burn delight!

Em                Bm                 C
  Table set for a crash and burn delight
                                D          Em
Let´s raise our glass before we go out in flames
                    Bm             Am7  Bm
Bet our lust hasn´t lost its appetite
Em                          Bm
  The final supper would be incomplete
C                                D         Em
Unless we seal it with a kiss so bittersweet
                Bm           Am              Em
Table set for a crash... and burn... de... light!!

Em                 Bm                 C
  (Table set for a crash and burn delight)
                                D          Em
Let´s raise our glass before we go out in flames
                    Bm             Am7  Bm
Bet our lust hasn´t lost its appetite

Ooo uhh yeah yeah yeah
Em                          Bm
  The final supper would be incomplete
C                        B       Abm
Unless we seal it with a kiss so bittersweet

Abm               Ebm                 E  Ebm  Dbm7
  Table set for a crash and burn delight

Uhh ahhh oo ahh uhhh whoaaa ahhh
                      C7M
Table set for you and me ahhhh ahhhh
      C                       G
For a crash and burn delight
                               B    C
Table set for a crash and burn delight
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